Plates
A plate is a region of the Earth's surface that translates coherently. The word plate as in plate tectonics implies strength, brittleness and permanence and often the adjectives rigid and elastic are appended to it. But plates are collages, held together by stress and adjacent portions rather than by intrinsic streng th . Plates break at suture zones (former plate boundaries), fracture zones and subplate boundaries, often generating volcanic chains in the process. A plate can be rigid in the sense that relative plate motions can be described by rotations about Euler poles on a sphere but can still have meter-wide cracks, which is all that is needed to create volcanic chains from the hot underlying mantle and its low-viscosity magmas. What is meant by rigidity is relative coherence in motions, not absolute strength.
Because rocks are weak under tension, the conditions for the existence of a plate probably involve the existence of lateral compressive forces. Plates have been described as rigid but this implies long-term and long-range strength. They are better described as coherent entities organized by stress fields and rheology. The corollary is that volcanic chains and plate boundaries are regions of extension. Plates possibly organize themselves so as to minimize dissipation.
The term plate itself has no agreed-upon formal definition. If plate is defined operationally as that part of the outer shell that moves coherently then several interpretations are possible.
(1) Plates are strong and rigid (the conventional interpretation). (2) Plates are those regions defined by lateral compression since plate boundaries are formed by lateral extension. (3) Plates move coherently because the parts experience similar forces or constraints.
With the first definition, if there is to be spreading and volcanism, local heating or stretching must overcome the local strength; this reasoning spawned the plume hypothesis. With the second definition the global stress field, dictated by plate boundary and subplate conditions, and cooling plates, controls the locations of stress conditions appropriate for the formation of dikes and volcanic chains, and incipient plate boundaries; the underlying mantle is already at or near the melting point. This is the plate hypothesis.
Plates are not permanent; they are temporary alliances of subplates. Global plate reorganization processes episodically change the orientations of spreading centers, the directions and speeds of plates, and redefine the plates. Plates annex and lose territory to adjacent plates and they break up or coalesce. New plate boundaries do not form all at once but evolve as ageprogressive chains of volcanoes. Volcanic chains can also be extinguished if lateral compression takes over from local extension. Volcanism can be turned on and off by changing stress but it is not so easy to turn off plume volcanism, or to suddenly reduce the temperature of the mantle.
Important aspects of plate tectonics are the necessity for ridges and trenches to migrate, for triple junctions and boundary conditions to evolve, and for plates to interact and to reconfigure when boundary conditions change. Second order features of plates and plate boundaries (e .g. fracture zones, a ccre t e d t e rra n es , transform faults, broad diffuse zones, swells, sutures, lithospheric architecture and microplates) and boundary reorganizations are actually intrinsic and provide the key for a more general view of plate tectonics than contained in the rigid platefixed hotspot scheme.
T he many lithospheres
The lithosphere is that part of the cold outer shell of the Earth that can support stresses elastically. The lithosphere is defined by its rheological behavior. There are other elements of the outer shell that involve lateral motions, buoyancy, chemistry, mineralogy or conductivity and these may or may not be part of the lithosphere. Lithosphere is not the same as thermal boundary layer or plate. Since mantle silicates flow readily at high temperatures and flow more rapidly at high stress, the lithosphere appears to be thicker at low stress levels and short times than it does for high stress levels and long times. Thus, the elastic lithosphere is thick when measured by seismic or postglacial-rebound techniques . At longer times the lower part of the instantaneous elastic lithosphere relaxes and the eff ec ti ve el ast i c thi c kness decreases . Thus, the elastic lithosphere is relatively thin for long-lived loads such as seamounts and topography. Estimates of the flexural thickness of the lithosphere range from 10-35 km for loads having durations of millions of years. A more complete definition of the lithosphere is that part of the crust and upper mantle that deforms elastically for the load and time scale in question.
The viscosity and strength of the mantle depend on composition -including water content -mineralogy and crystal orientation as well as on temperature and stress. If the upper mantle is compositionally layered , then the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary may be controlled by factors other than temperature. For example, if the subcrustal layer is dry olivine-rich harzburgite, it may be stronger at a given temperature than a damp peridotite, or a clinopyroxene-garnet-rich layer. If the latter is weak enough, the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary may represent a chemical boundary rather than an isotherm. Likewise, a change in the preferred orientation of the dominant crystalline species may also markedly affect the creep resistance. The boundary may represent a dehydration boundary -wet minerals are weak. The effective elastic thickness of the lithosphere depends on many parameters but these do not necessarily include the parameters that define plates, thermal boundary layers and cratonic keels .
The layer that translates coherently, the plate of plate tectonics, is often taken to be identical with the elastic lithosphere. This is probably a valid approximation if the stresses and time scales of the experiment that is used to define the flexural thickness are similar to the stresses and time scales of plate tectonics . It must be kept in mind , however, that mantle silicates are anisotropic in their flow and thermal characteristics, and that the stresses involved in plate tectonics may have different orientations and magnitudes than the stresses involved in surface loading experiments. We do not know the thickness of the plate or how well it is coupled to the underlying mantle. We do not even know the sign of the basal drag force.
In a convecting or cooling mantle there is a surface thermal boundary layer (TBL) through which heat must pass by conduction. The thickness of the thermal boundary layer is controlled by such parameters as conductivity and heat flow and is not related in a simple way to the thickness of the elastic layer or the plate. Since temperature increases rapidly with depth in the conduction layer, and viscosity decreases rapidly with temperature, the lower part of the boundary layer probably lies below the elastic lithosphere; that is, only the upper part of the thermal boundary layer can support large and long-lived elastic stresses. Unfortunately, the conduction layer too is often referred to as the lithosphere. In a chemically layered Earth there can be TBLs between internal layers. These TBLs act as thermal bottle-necks and slow down the cooling of an otherwise convective mantle.
Continental cratons have high seismic velocity roots, or keels, extending to 200-300 km depth. These are referred to as archons. They persist because of low density and high viscosity, and because they are protected from high stress. They are more than just part of the strong outer shell. These keels can last for billions of years.
Most models of the Earth's mantle have an upper-mantle low-velocity zone, LVZ, overlain by a layer of higher velocities, referred to as the LID. The LID is also often referred to as the lithosphere. Seismic stresses and periods are much smaller than stresses and periods of geological interest. If seismic waves measure the relaxed modulus in the LVZ and the high-frequency or unrelaxed modulus in the LID, then, in a chemically homogenous mantle, the LID should be much thicker than the elastic lithosphere. If the LID is chemically distinct from the LVZ, then one might also expect a change in the long-term rheological behavior at the interface. If the LID and the elastic lithosphere turn out to have the same thickness, then this would be an argument The best evidence for cooling of the oceanic plate, or thickening of the thermal boundary layer, comes from the deepening of bathymetry as a function of time. The simple square-rootof-time relationship for bathymetry fails after 70-80 million years, indicating that the thermal boundary layer has reached an equilibrium thickness or that a thermal event prior to ~so Ma affected the parts of the oceanic lithosphere that have been used to calculate the bathymetry-age relation . Dikes and sills intruded into the plate may reset the thermal age. There is some evidence that the seismic LID continues to follow the root-t dependency to the oldest ages. This would mean that density and seismic velocity are not correlated.
Effective elastic thickness
The thickness of the lithosphere is a more complicated concept than is generally appreciated. Figure 4 .1 gives estimates of the thickness of the oceanic rheological lithosphere as a function of age of crust and du ration of load, using oceanic geotherms and a stress of 1 kilobar. The depth to the rheological asthenosphere is defined as the depth having a characteristic time equal to the duration of the load. Relationship between effective thickness of elastic lithosphere (also called the rheological or flexural lithosphere) , age of oceanic crust and duration of loading for I kbar stress. For a given load the effective elastic thickness decreases with time. The elastic thickness generally follows the 600-700 degree C isotherm, and is rough ly half the thickness of the thermal boundary layer (TBL) . The latter should not be confused with the lithosphere and it shou ld not be called the lithosphere or even the thermal lithosphere; these are unnecessary and misleading terms. The plate, the tectonosphere and the tectosphere are different concepts. The dashed line is the upper bound of seismic determinations of LI D thicknesses from surface waves and the assumption of isotropy. The LI D is actually anisotropic and when this is allowed for the thickness and shear velocity are less than in isotropic inversions. Because of relaxation effects the elastic model of the plate, over geological time scales, may be less than the seismic moduli.
of some of the older estimates of the thickness of the seismological lithosphere, assuming that it is isotropic. Note that the rheological thickness decreases only gradually for old loads. On the other hand, the lithosphere appears very thick for young loads, and the apparent thiclmess decreases rapid ly. The elastic or flexural thickness is roughly half the thickness of the thermal boundary layer (TBL).
Asthenosphere
The physical properties of the mantle depend on stress, mineralogy, crystal orientation, temperature and pressure. Small amounts of water and C0 2 can have significant effects. In the outer 100-200 lun the increasing temperature with depth is more important than the increasing pressure. The melting point increases with pressure, as does viscosity, density and thermal conductivity. For a homogenous mantle, there should be a minimum in viscosity, density, seismic velocities and thermal conductivity near 100-200 km depth. This region is lmown as the asthenosphere . Below this depth, the temperature of the mantle diverges from the melting point. The coefficient of thermal expansion also goes through a minimum, and this plus the effects of partial melting and other phase changes in the shallow mantle means that small changes in temperature cause large changes in buoyancy. The minimum in thermal conductivity means that this region will have a steep thermal gradient until it starts to convect. The minimum in viscosity means that it will flow easily. Pressure stiffens the mantle, raises the melting point and makes it easier to conduct heat. All of these effects serve to concentrate deformation in the upper mantle, and serve to at least partially decouple plate motions from the interior. They also explain why the seismic low-velocity zone is roughly equivalent to the asthenosphere.
Thermal boundary layers
The thermal boundary layer (TBL) thickness of a fluid cooled from above or heated from below grows as where K is thermal diffusivity, and t is time. The TBL becomes unstable, and detaches when the local or sublayer Rayleigh number Rae= a g (8T)h 3 j Kv exceeds about 1000 (g is acceleration due to gravity; v is kinematic viscosity and 8T is the temperature increase across the TBL). The combination ajK v decreases with V, thereby lowering Rae at high P or low T.
The local Rayleigh number is based on TBL thiclmess . At the surface of the Earth the issue is complicated because of water and because the crust and refractory peridotite part of the outer shell are not formed by conductive cooling (they are intrinsically buoyant) and because the viscosity, conductivity and a at low P are strongly Tdependent. For parameters appropriate for the top of the mantle, treated as a constant viscosity fluid, the surface TBL becomes unstable at a thiclmess of about 100 km. The time-scale is about 10 8 years , approximately the lifetime of surface oceanic plates. The top boundary is very viscous , stiff and partly buoyant, and the instability (called subduction or delamination) is controlled, in part, by faulting ; a viscous instability calculation is not entirely appropriate. For the bottom boundary layer the deformation is more likely to be purely viscous but there may also be intrinsic stabilizing density effects . Realistic convection simulations must include all of the above effects plus self-consistent thermodynamics.
The critical thickness of the lower TBL, ignoring radiative transfer, is about ten times larger than at the surface, or about 1000 km . lf there is an appreciable radiative component to thermal conductivity, or if there is a chemical component to the density, then the scale-lengths at the base of the mantle can be greater than this. Tomographic anomalies in the lower third of the mantle are very large, much larger than upper mantle slabs (cold plumes), consistent with scaling theory. The lifetime of the lower TBL, scaled from the upper mantle value, is about 3 billion years. The surface TBL cools rapidly and becomes unstable quickly because of the magnitude of the thermal properties. The same theory, scaled for the density increase across the mantle, predicts large scale and long-lived features in the deep mantle.
Slabs
When a plate starts to sink it is called a slab. In fluid dynamics , both cold sinking features and hot rising features are called plumes. Slabs are cold when they enter the mantle but they immediately start to warm up toward ambient temperature; they get warmed up from both sides. The cold portions of slabs may have high seismic velocities, compared with mantle of the same composition, and can be denser than normal mantle. Slabs are composed of oceanic crust, depleted harzburgite and serpentinized peridotite; C0 2 and water occur in the upper part. Some of these lower the melting point and seismic velocities of slabs compared with dry refractory peridotite. After the conversion of basalt to eclogite the melting point is still low. Even small amounts of fluid or melt can drastically lower the seismic velocity, even if the density remains high. Cold eclogite itself has low shear velocities and high density compared with warm peridotite.
The time scale for heating the slab to above the dehydration and melting points is a small fraction of the age of the plate upon subduction since the basalt and volatiles are near the top of the slab. Recycled slabs can be fertile and can have low seismic velocities; these are the characteristics associated with plumes. As far as the slab is concerned the surrounding mantle is an infinite heat source. Low-velocity material in the mantle can be low-temperature. Seismic velocity is controlled by composition, mineralogy and volatile content as well as by temperature. If the melts and volatiles completely leave the slab then it can become a high seismic velocity anomaly. Delaminated continental crust also sinks into the mantle but it differs in composition, density and temperature from subducted oceanic crust. Fertile patches in the mantle can have low seismic velocities and can cause melting anomalies , with no need for high-temperature plumes.
The fates of slabs
The material entering subduction zones have a large range of ages , crustal thiclmesses and buoyancies (Figures 4 .2 and 4.4). They therefore equilibrate different depths (Figure 4 .3 ). A variety of evidence supports the notion that some slabs sink to 650 km depth. There is some evidence that slabs may pile up at 650 lm1 and at ~1000 km. Some slabs may reach a position of neutral buoyancy at much shallowe r depths. About 15% of the surface area of the ocean floor is composed of young ( < 20 My)-possibly buoyantlithosphere; roughly 0.2 km 3 fyear of such material is currently entering trenches . The basalt part of this is entering the mantle at about the same rate as the rate of 'midplate' magmatism.
The age distribution of oceanic plates about to enter subduction zones derived from a study of the rate of plate creation and destruction (Rowley. 2002) . The younger plates do not sink far and will thermally equilibrate rapidly. The same is true for delaminated lower continental crust, which is warmer than subducted oceanic crust. Older plates will sink deeper. and will take longer to equilibrate.
A similar area (plateaus, aseismic ridges) has thick crust. Young and thick-crust material may never subduct to great depths. Over-thickened continental crust delaminates at a rate equivalent to about 10% of the rate at which oceanic crust subducts. These subducted and delaminated crustal materials contribute to the chemical and lithologic heterogeneity of the mantle and may be sampled again by partial melting at leaky transform faults , extensional regions of the lithosphere and by migrating ridges . In contrast, thicker slabs of older oceanic crust and colder lithosphere are more likely to sink deeper into the mantle. The evidence from obduction, ophiolites, flat subduction and exhumed 200 lm1 deep slab fragments confirms the shallow, and temporary, nature of some recycling. The inference that some thick slabs , representing old oceanic plates, break through the 650 km mantle discontinuity does not require that they all do; slabs have a variety of fates . It is often assumed that subducted oceanic crust is recycled through the mantle and reappears at oceanic islands and hotspots. But the rate of subduction and the storage capacity of the mantle are such that no such recycling is required by any mass balance calculation. The evidence for recycling must come from elsewhere. km
Slabs have a variety of fates in the mantle. They sink to various depths and warm up at different rates. Some underplate continents, some have shallow dips, some are nearly vertical. A very few sink into the transition region (400-1 000 km depth). 
The topology of plates
Plate tectonics on Earth, at present, consists of about a dozen large plates, of irregular shapes
A disjointed Lambert equal-area projection centered on each plate. Note the band of medium-sized plates encircling the large African and Pacific plates. Note the similarity in shape of AFR and PAC, and of EUR and INA. and sizes that move over the surface. They are separated by boundaries that meet at triple junctions. There are also many broad zones of deformation (see Figure 4 .5). The seven major plates account for 94% of the surface area of the Earth (Table 4 .1). Some authors recognize 20 plates and an equal number of broad zones of and PAC are the largest plates; APR is growing, by the migration of ridges , and PAC is shrinking by the encroachment of continents and slab rollback. Table 4 .1 gives the parameters of some of the current plates. Three of the larger plates have large fractions of their areas occupied by diffuse deformation zones and do not quality in their entirety as rigid plates. In fact, at least 15% of the Earth's surface violates the rules of rigid plates and localized boundaries. It is interesting that packing of similar sized polygons or circles on a sphere leaves about 15% void space (except when n is 6 or 12) (see Figure 4 .6). The minor plates, in aggregate, are smaller than the smallest major plate. In a close-packed or random assemblage of discs or spherical caps on a sphere the number of contacting neighbors decreases as the size disparity of the discs increases. At some point
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Number of Plates · · • When tiles of a given size and shape are packed on a sphere, without overlap, the packing density depends on the number n. The optimal packing density is achieved for n = 12.
This figure is for spherical caps but other shapes give similar results. The voids between the tiles have dimensions of order I 0-1 5% of the tile dimensions so only small tiles or plates can be accommodated in the interstices (after Clare and Kepert, 1991) .
the system loses rigidity, typically at 15% void space.
The Indo-Australian (IAU) plate can be divided into an Indian (IND), Australian (AUS) and Capricorn plate (CAP) and diffuse zones of compression. There are few earthquakes or volcanoes to n1.ark these boundaries. The Pacific plate has several bands of earthquakes and volcanoes that could be cited as possible diffuse or incipient plate boundaries. One of these zones extends from Samoa and Polynesia to the East Pacific Rise (EPR) -and then to Chile -and includes most of the intraplate earthquakes and active volcanoes in the Pacific. There is little evidence for relative motion between the north and south Pacific plates but current motions between EUR, Antarctica (ANT), and APR are also very slow. Therefore, there are somewhere between 8 and 20 plates with 12 being a frequently quoted number. Plate reconstructions in the past also recognize about 12 persistent plates. Each plate, on average, has about five nearest neighbors and five next nearest neighbors .
Ridges and trenches account about equally for 80% of the plate boundaries, the rest being transform faults. Most plates are not attached to a slab or bounded by a transform. Therefore, in the real world, plates are not equal, in either size or configuration. Most plates are not attached to slabs and their freedom to move is constrained by the surrounding plates.
Plate boundaries, such as ridges and trenches , are not static and in fact, must move. The whole global mosaic of plates periodically reorganizes itself and new plate boundaries form while others close up. In some sense, plates behave as floating bubbles, or foams, constantly coalescing and changing shapes and sizes. Islands of bubbles may move coherently for a time, even though they are far from rigid. Bubbles may even support small loads and deform locally as elastic sheets.
Plate theory without physics
Nature tends to organize herselfwith little attention to the details of physics. Large interacting systems tend to self-organize. Thus, mudcracks, honeycombs , frozen ground, convection, basalt columns, foams, fracture patterns in ceramic glazes and other natural features exhibit similar hexagonal patterns. On curved surfaces there are mixtures of pentagons and hexagons . In many cases there is a minimum or economy principle at work; minimum energy, area, stress, perimeter, work and so on. Dynamic systems, including plate tectonics, may involve dynamic minimization principles such as least dissipation. Natural processes spontaneously seek a minimum of some kind . These minima may be local; systems may jam before achieving a global minimum. Large complex interacting systems can settle down into apparently simple patterns and behavior.
On a homogenous sphere one expects that surface t essel l ation s due to physical processes will define a small number of identical or similar domains (e .g. an American soccer ball or a European football). This will be true whatever the organizing mechanism unless symmetry breaking and bimodal domains are essential for the operation of plate tectonics. There are only a few ways to tessellate a sphere with regular spherical polygons that fill space and are bounded by geodesics and triple junctions.
great-circle arcs on a sphere that meet three at a time with angles of 120°. Six of these are shown here. Only five have identical faces . These re present possible optimal shapes of plates and plate boundaries. These figures have 2, 3, 4, 6, I 0 and 12 faces or plates.
Whether the surface is subdivided into 'faces ' by deep mantle convection forces or by superficial (Platonic) forces, we expect the surface of a homogenous sphere to exhibit a semi-regular p attern, although this pattern will not be stable if the triple junctions are not. Figure 4 .7 illustrates some of the ways to tessellate a sphere with great circles and triple junctions.
In contrast to the beehive and other isoperimetric problems, and the bubble problems, we do not know what is minimized, if anything, in plate tectonics . It could be boundary or surface energy, toroidal energy or dissipation. Nevertheless, it may be fruitful to approach plate geometry initially as a tiling, packing or isoperimetric exercise. The problems of tessellations of spheres and global tectonic pat terns are venerable ones. No current theory addresses these issues. The planform of a freely convecting spherical shell may have little to do with the sizes, shapes and number of plates. The plates may self-organize and serve as the template that organizes mantle flow. This would definitely be true if the outer shell contains most of the buoyancy of the system and most of the dissipation.
In the Earth sciences, perceived polyhedra forms on the surface have historically been used to support global contraction, expansion and drift theories [e.g. mantleplumes]. But, identical geometric forms can often be generated by very different forces; it is impossible to deduce from observed patterns alone which forces are acting. The corollary is that pattern formation may be understood, or predicted, at some level without a complete understanding of the physical details.
The classic problem of convection goes back to experiments by Benard in 1900. The hexagonal pattern he observed was attributed to thermal convection for many decades but is now known to be due to variable surface tension at the top of the fluid [Marangoni convection]. Plan views of foams also exhibit this pattern. In all of these cases space must be filled and principles of economy are at work.
The optimal arrangement of tiles on a sphere has a correspondence with many distinct physical problems (carbon clusters, clathrates, boron hydrides, quasicrystals, distribution of atoms about a central atom and bubbles in foam). It is often found that straight lines (great circles) and equant cells (squares , pentagons or hexagons rather than rectangles) of identical size serve to minimize such quantities as perimeter, surface area, energy and so on. There is an energy cost for creating boundaries and larger entities often grow at the expense of smaller ones. In phenomena controlled by surface tension, surface energy, stress, elasticity and convection one often finds tripartite boundaries (called triple junctions or valence-3 vertices) and hexagonal patterns.
Bubbl es and minimal surfaces
In plate tectonic animations one sees that the plates are constantly changing shape and size much like a froth on a beer. Foams are collections of surfaces that minimize area under volume constraints. Confined bubbles have 12 pentagonal faces and consist of a basic pentagonal dodecahedron with two, three or four extra hexagonal faces. These structures have only pentagonal and hexagonal faces. with no adjacent hexagons. Clathrates and zeolites also adopt these structures. Carbon cages involve the basic pentagonal dodecahedron unit supplemented by hexagonal faces with an isolated pentagon rule for the bigger molecules. These structures are constrained minimal energy surfaces and may serve as models for the tessellation of the Earth. All vertices of these structures are triplejunctions. meeting at 120°; all faces are pentagons or hexagons. Sheared bubbles in foams can adopt complex shapes, such as boomerangs, but they are still minimal surfaces. In closepacked arrays of bubbles the dominant hexagonal coordination is interrupted by linear defects characterized by five-coordination. The midpoints between objects packed on a sphere often define a pentagonal network.
Jamming
Bubble rafts, or 2D foams. are classic minimum energy systems and show many similarities to plate tectonics. They are examples of soft matter. They readily deform and recrystallize (coarsen). Foams are equilibrium structures held together by surface tension. A variety of systems, including granular media and colloidal suspensions are fragile; they exhibit non-equilibrium transitions from a fluid-like to a solid-like state characterized by jamming of the constituent particles . A jammed solid can be refluidized by heat, vibration, or by an applied stress. Although plates are often treated as rigid objects, in the long term they act more like fragile or soft matter, with ephemeral shapes and boundaries.
Granular material and colloids tend to selforganize so as to be compatible with the load on them. They are held together by compression. They are rigid or elastic along compressional stress chains but they collapse and reorganize in response to other stresses, until they jam again in a pattern compatible with the new stresses. The system is weak to incompatible loads. Changes in porosity, temperature and stress are equivalent and can trigger reorganization and apparent changes in rigidity. The jamming of these materials prevents them from exploring phase space so their ability to self-organize is restricted, but is dramatic when it occurs.
In the plate tectonic context it is compression -or lack of lateral extension -that keeps plates together. When the stress changes, and before new compatible stress circuits are established, plates may experience extension and collapse. New compatible plate boundaries must form. Widespread volcanism is to be expected in these tm-jamming and reorganization events if the mantle is close to the melting point. These events are accompanied by changes in stress and in the locations and nature of plate boundaries and plates, rather than by abrupt changes in plate motions. Volcanic chains, which may be thought of as chains of tensile stress, will reorient, even if plate motions do not. Jamming theory may be relevant to plate sizes, shapes and interactions. The present plate mosaic is presumably consistent with the stress field that formed it but a different mosaic forms if the stresses change.
In the ideal world
Suppose that the outlines of plates, or their 'rigid' cores, are approximated by circles. The fraction of a flat plane occupied by close-packed circles is 0.9069. Packing efficiency of circlular caps on a sphere depends on the number of circles (spherical caps). The area covered ranges from 0 .73 to 0.89 for n ::;: 12 and then oscillates about 0.82 (Figure 4 .6). Packing of more than six regular tiles on a sphere is inefficient except for 12 equal spherical pentagons, which can tile a sphere with no gaps. The efficiency of packing, the sizes of the voids and their aggregate area depends little on the size distribution or shape, within limits. The voids between regular tiles on a sphere, when close packed, are typically 10% of the radius of the discs. Typically, equal-sized circular or polygonal non-overlapping caps can cover only about 70-85% of the surface of a sphere. About 15% void space occurs even for optimal packing of large numbers of circular or pentagonal caps. However, one can efficiently arrange 12 caps onto a sphere, with only 0-10% void space. This is much more efficient than for, say, 10, 13, 14 or 24 caps. Furthermore, the difference between the sizes of caps which pack most efficiently (least void space), and cover the whole surface most economically (least overlap), is relatively small for 12 caps (the difference is zero for regular spherical pentagons).
The ideal plate-tectonic world may have n identical faces (plates, tiles) bounded by great circle arcs which meet three at a time at 120°. This simple conjecture dramatically limits the number of possibilities for tessellation of a sphere and possibly, for the ground state of plate tectonics. In soap bubbles and plate tectonics, junctions of four or more faces are unstable and are excluded. There are ten such possible networks of great circles on a sphere, some of which are shown in Figure 4 .7. If plate boundaries approximate great circles meeting three at a time at 120° then there can be a maximum of 12 plates. The ideal plate may be bounded by five or six edges and ideal plate boundaries may approximate great circles which terminate at triple junctions dominated by 120° angles.
The study of convective planfonns and pattern selection is a very rich and fundamental field in thermal convection and complexity theory. Even in complex convection geometries regular polyhedral patterns are common. Pattern selection in the plate tectonics system, however, may have little to do with an imposed pattern from mantle convection although it is commonly assumed to do so.
Close-packed networks of objects are jammed or rigid . However, even open networks can jam by the creation of load-bearing stress chains which freeze the assemblage so it cannot minimize the open space. These networks can be mobilized by changing the stress. Since plates are held together by networks of compressional forces it is important that they pack efficiently. On the other hand , they must be mobile , and cannot be a permanently jammed system. Materials with this rigid-fluid dichotomy-fragile rna t ter -may be better analogues for the outer layers of Earth than implied by the terms shells or plates. Much of the energy and (negative) buoyancy associated with plate tectonics and mantle convection occurs in the surface layer. The mantle provides energy and matter but the plates and slabs organize and dissipate this. Far-from-equ ilibrium self-organized systems (SOFFE) require an outside source of energy and matter but their structure and dynamics is self-controlled.
Dynamics
How might the forces acting on the surface of a planet tend to subdivide it? The forces involve thermal contraction, slab pull, ridge push, tearing (changes in dips of bounding slabs), stretching (changes in strike of boundaries), bucking, flexure, convection, jamming, force chains and so on (Figure 4.8) . In far-from-equilibrium systems the minimizing principle, if any, is not always evident. The first step in developing a theory is recognition of any patterns and identification of the rules. To date, most of the emphasis on developing a theory for plate tectonics has involved thermal convection in ideal fluids driven from within and below.
If plates drive and organize themselves, and organize mantle convection, or if plates are semi-rigid and can jam, then a different strategy is needed.
The definition of a plate and a plate boundary is subjective. Things are constantly changing. It is improbable that there is a steady-state or equilibrium configuration of plates since only a few of the 16 possible kinds of triple junctions are stable. Nevertheless, there seems to be a pattern in the plate mosaic and there are similarities with so-called minimal surfaces. From strictly static and geometric considerations the ideal (Platonic) world may consist of 12 tiles with five NN and five NNN coordinations. The real dynamic world contains a hint of this ideal structure. A regular pentagonal dodecahedron with rigid faces would be a jammed structure (Plato argued that true knowledge was forever fixed in the ideal realm of Platonic forms). Fewer, or more, plates, deformable plates and a bimodal distribution may be required to mobilize the surface mosaic. Vibrations (earthquakes) temporarily mobilize sections of plate boundaries.
Far-from-equilibrium self-organized systems
In complexity theory, a system with multiple interactions and feedbacks can spontaneously organize itself into a whole series of complex structures, in apparent contradiction with the second law of thermodynamics. A farjromequilibrium system can act as a whole, just as does a flock of birds, in spite of the shortrange character of the interactions . Plate tectonics can be considered as a non-equilibrium process in the sense that a small perturbation in the system can cause a complete reorganization in the configuration and sizes of plates and the planform of mantle convection. Such perturbations include stress changes in a plate, and ridge-trench and continent-continent collision and separation. Changes in boundary conditions are transmitted essentially instantaneously throughout the system and new plates and new boundaries form. These topside changes cause mantle convection to reorganize or reverse. The lithosphere is not rigid, as generally assumed, but is fractured and is weak in extension. It reassembles itself into new plates, held together by lateral compression. Regions of extension become volcanic chains and plate boundaries. The sign of the horizontal stress field determines what becomes a plate and what becomes a plate boundary. Plate tectonics is, therefore, an example of selforganization. If the convecting mantle was bounded by isothermal free-slip surfaces it would be free to self-organize and to organize the surface motions, but it is not and cannot.
Near-equilibrium systems respond to a fluctuation by returning to equilibrium. Systems far from equilibrium may respond by evolving to new states. The driving forces of plate tectonics are thermal and gravitational and therefore change slowly; m.ass distributions, mantle temperature and viscosity are slow to change. Dissipation forces, such as friction and continent-continent collision, however, change rapidly as do normal stresses across subplate boundaries and tensile stresses in plate interiors. These stress-related fluctuations can be large and rapid and can convert the slow steady thermal and gravitational stresses into episodic 'catastrophes '. This is the essence of self-organization. This is the reverse of the view that it is mantle convection that causes breakup and reorganization of plates and giant igneous events, i.e. a rapidly changing and localized event in the convecting mantle or at the core-mantle boundary.
In plate tectonics and mantle convection, as in other slow viscous flow problems, there is a balance between buoyancy forces and dissipation. Basic questions are: where is most of the buoyancy -or negative buoyancy -that drives the motion, and where is most of this motion resisted? In normal Rayleigh-Benard convection the buoyancy is generated in thermal boundary layers and is due to thermal expansion. The dissi-pation -resistance to vertical flow -is the viscosity of the mantle. In a homogenous layer of fluid heated from below and cooled from above the upper and lower TBLs contribute equally to the buoyancy and there is a basic symmetry to the problem. In a spherical container with mostly internal heating, the upper TBL removes more heat than the lower TBL and the heated regions move around so all parts of the interior can deliver their heat to the surface. If viscosity and strength are temperature dependent then the cold surface layers will resist motions and deformation, more so than the hotter interior. The main resistance to plate motions and mantle convection may therefore be at the surface. In one limit, the surface does not participate in the motions and acts simply as a rigid shell. In another limit, the plate acts as a low-viscosity fluid and has little effect on interior motions.
Plates and slabs are driven by gravity and resisted by mantle viscosity, plate bending and friction between plate subunits. The driving forces change slowly but resisting and dissipating forces in and between plates can change rapidly, and are communicated essentially instantaneously throughout the system. Episodic global plate reorganizations are inevitable. Even slow steady changes can reverse the normal stresses across fracture zones and can start or shut off volcanic chains. Construction and erosion of volcanoes change the local stress field and can generate self-perpetuating volcanic chains; the load of one triggers the next. All of these phenomena are controlled by the lithosphere itself, not by a hot convective template from the underlying mantle or introduction of core-mantle plumes into the shallow mantle.
Self-organized systems evolve via dissipation when a large external source of energy is available, and the systems are far from equilibrium. This self-ordering is in apparent violation of the second law of thermodynamics. This process is called dissipation controlled selforganization. A fluid heated uniformly from below is an example of far-from-equilibrium selforganization. TI1e static fluid spontaneously organizes itself into convection cells but one cannot predict when, or where the cells will be, or their sense of motion. In contrast, if the heating or cooling is not uniform, the boundary conditions control the planform of convection. The fluid is no longer free to self-organize. In most mantle convection simulations the boundary conditions are uniform and various patterns and styles evolve that do not replicate conditions inside the Earth or at the surface. In many published simulations the effect of pressure on material properties is ignored. The few simulations that have been done with more realistic surface boundary conditions and pressure-dependent properties are more Earth-like, but plate-like behavior and realistic plate tectonics do not evolve naturally from the equations of fluid mechanics. Two-dimensional simulations, in planar or cylindrical configurations, cannot hope to capture the complexity of 3D mantle convection.
Farfrom-equilibrium systems do strange things. They become inordinately sensitive to external or internal influences. Small changes can yield huge, startling effects up to and including reorganization of the entire system. We expect self-organization in slowly driven interactiondominated systems. The resulting patterns do not involve templates or tuning. The dynamics in complex systems is dominated by mutual interactions, not by individual degrees of freedom . Periods of gradual change or calm quiescence are interrupted by periods of hectic activity. Such changes in the geologic record may be due to plate interactions and plate reorganization, rather than events triggered by mantle convection (ma ntl e overtu rns, mant l e ava l a n ches ).
Dissipation
Although plate-driving forces are now well understood, the resisting or dissipative forces are the source of self-organization. The usual thought is that mantle viscosity is what resists plate and convective motions. But bendi n g forces in pla t es, f o r e x ampl e , may con tro l t h e coo l i n g rat e o f t h e mantle. Sources of dissipation include friction along faults , internal plate deformation, continent-continent collision, and so on. These forces also generate local sources of heating. Dissipative forces and local stress conditions can change rapidly.
An important attribute of plate tectonics is the large amount of energy associated with toroidal (strike-slip and transform fault) motion. This does not arise directly from buoyancy forces involved in normal convection. In a convecting system the buoyancy potential energy is balanced by viscous dissipation in the fluid. In plate tectonics both the buoyancy and the dissipation are generated by the plates. The slab provides most of the driving buoyancy and this is balanced almost entirely by slab bending and by transform fault resistance as characterized by the toroidaljpoloidal energy partitioning of plate motions . This further confirms the passive role of the mantle.
In SOFFE systems, such as thermal convection, it is not always clear what it is, if anything, that is being minimized or maximized. At one time it was thought that the pattern of convection in a heated fluid was self-selected to maximize heat flow but this did not turn out to be the case. The plate system may reorganize itself to minimize dissipation, but this is just one conjecture out of many possibilities. It can do this most effectively by changing the lengths , directions and normal stresses across transform faults , reducing the toroidal component of plate motions, localizing deformational heating, increasing the sizes of plates, changing trench-rollback and ridge migration rates and so on. If plate dynamics is a far-from-equilibrium system, sensitive to initial conditions or fluctuations, then we expect each planet to have its own style of behavior, and the Earth to have behaved differently in the past and, perhaps, during different supercontinent cycles. One does not necessarily expect a simple thermal history or a balance between heat production and heat loss.
Dissipation is also involved in the style of small-scale convection. Tabular or linear upwelling evolve as they rise to 3D plume-like upwellings. Longitudinal and transverse rolls develop under moving plates, possibly to minimize dissipation . Two-dimensional convection simulations do not capture these 3D effects. These are some of the reasons why an independent style of convection, and source of heat, is often invoked to explain 'hotspots.' Plate tectonics on a sphere has additional out-of-plane sources of lithospheric stress that may account for linear volcanic chains.
Su mmary
Complexity theory is a recent phrase but an ancient concept. It is usefully applied to plate tectonics. Plate tectonics is a slowly driven, interaction-dominated system where many degrees of freedom are interacting. Stresses in plate interiors can change much more rapidly than plate motions since the latter are controlled by the integral of slowly varying buoyancy forces . Apparent changes in orientation and activity of volcanic chains are therefore more likely to be due to changes in stress than to changes in plate motions. The stress-crack hypothesis seems to apply to most volcanic chains while the coreplume hypothesis accounts for only a fraction of intraplate magmatism. Dramatic changes in plate configurations in part of the world (e.g. Pangea breakup) are likely to be accompanied by a global reorganization (e.g. formation of new plate boundaries and triple junctions in the Pacific and Farallon plates) and creation of new plates. Minimization of dissipation appears to be a useful concept in global tectonics. Obviously, formation of a new crack, ridge or suture may reduce TF or collisional resistance, and may change or reverse mantle convection.
Plates, like other dynamical and complex systems, organize themselves into structures that interact. They are provided with energy from the mantle and they evolve under the influence of driving forces and interaction forces. There is no single characteristic plate size or characteristic time scale. Such systems organize themselves without any significant tuning from the outside. The fundamental question in mantle dynamics and thermal history is whether the mantle is primarily a top-down (plate tectonics), inside-out (normal mantle convection with simple boundary conditions) or bottoms-up (pot-on-a-stove, plume) system. In these kinds of problems, the outcome can be entirely the result of the assumptions, even if a large amount of computation intervenes. One gains intuition in complexity problems by exploring large numbers of cases; a single experiment or calculation is usually worth less than none.
Hotspots
Volcanic chains and midplate volcanism motivated an amendment to the plate tectonic hypothesis. Wilson (1973) suggested that timeprogressive volcanism along the Hawaiian chain could be explained by the lithosphere moving across a ' j etstream of lava' in the mantle under the island of Hawaii. Volcanic islands appeared to be thermal anomalies so the term hotspot was coined to explain them, the assumption being that high absolute temperature was the controlling parameter; magma volume was used as a proxy for mantle temperature. Mantle fertility, magma focusing, passive heterogeneities, cracks and lithospheric stress can also localize melting, but the term hotspot is well established. Hotspots are also called midplate volcanism, melting anomalies and plumes. These are all somewhat misleading terms since anomaly implies background homogeneity and constancy of stress, mantle composition and temperature that is inconsistent with plate tectonics. Hotspots, in common with other volcanic features, occur in extensional regions of the lithosphere, either plate boundaries or intraplate. Many 'midplate' volcanoes started on ridges which have since moved relative to the anomaly or been abandoned. Some may be expressions of incipient or future plate boundaries.
Plates, Plumes and Paradigms provide catalogs and maps of those volcanic, tectonic and geochemical features that have become known as hotspots, including those that may have a shallow plate-tectonic or asthenospheric origin [see also mantleplumes, global mantle hotspot maps, scoring hotspots). Many proposed hotspots, including isolated structures and the active portions, or inferred ends, of seamount chains, do not have significant swells, substantial magmatic output or tomographic anomalies [hotspots tomography). A melting anomaly, or hotspot, may be due to localized high absolute mantle temperature, or a localized fertile, or fusible patch of the asthenosphere. Some have been called wetspots and some have been called hotlines. The localization may be due to lithospheric stress or architecture.
What is a Hotspot?
Morgan (1971) identified some 20 volcanic features that he proposed were underlain by deep mantle plumes equivalent in strength to the hypothetical Hawaiian plume. Most were islands or on land and most are now known to be on major fracture zones. Modern seafloor maps and global tectonic maps have many more features, including fracture zones and fields of seamounts, and there are many more active or recently active volcanoes than were recognized by Wilson and Morgan when they developed their ideas about hotspots and island chains. Most proposed plumes/hotspots are in tectonic locations that suggest lithospheric or stress control, e.g., Yellowstone , Samoa, Afar, Easter island, Louisville, Iceland, Azores and Tristan da Cuhna. There is little evidence from tomography, heat flow or magma temperatures that the mantle under hotspots is particularly hot [mantleplumes, 'global hotspot maps'].
Wilson described his concept of hotspots as follows; 'At a level of 400 to 700 lm1, the mantle becomes opaque, so that heat slowly accumulates until, due to local irregularities, cylindrical plumes start to rise like diapirs in the upper part of the mantle. These plumes reach the surface, which they uplift, while their excess heat gives rise to volcanism. The lavas at these uplifts are partly generated from material rising from depths of several hundred kilometers, which is thus chemically distinct from that generated at shallow levels . The plumes are considered to remain steady in the mantle for millions of years'. This hypothesis is very different from Morgan 's, and both are very different from modern concepts of relatively weak, deep mantle plumes, which are easily 'blown in the mantle wind,' and that provide only a small fraction of the Earth's heat flow and magma. The common theme of hotspot hypotheses is that they are caused by hot upwelling mantle from a deep thermal boundary layer (TEL) well below the upper mantle; the upwellings are active, that is, they are driven by their own thermal buoyancy rather than passively responding to plate tectonics and subduction. A TEL instability gives rise to narrow buoyant upwellings. The concepts of 'plumes' and 'hotspots' have been coupled since these early papers, even though volcanoes, volcanic chains, time-progressive volcanism and swells can exist without plumes. Passive upwellings such as those triggered by spreading or by subduction are not considered to be plumes, and neither are intrusions such as dikes triggered by magma buoyancy, despite the fact that all these phenomena are plumes in the fluid dynamics sense.
The terms hotspot and plume refer to different concepts but they are generally used interchangeably; they do not have well-defined meanings that are agreed upon in the Earth science community [see global hotspot maps ]. For some, hotspot is simply a region of magmatism that is unusual -and sometimes not so unusual-in location, volume or chemistry, compared with some segments of the ocean ridge system. Geochemists use the term plume to refer to any feature that has 'anomalous' geochemistry but anomalous is not used in any statistical or consistent sense. Geochemical plumes are simply regions that provide basalts that differ in some detail from what has been defined as normal MORB; the phrase fertile blob could be substituted for plume in isotope geochemistry papers since there is no constraint on temperature, melting temperature or depth of origin. In fluid dynamics a plume is a thermal upwelling or downwelling. The word plume is now applied to tomographic, geochemical and other ·anomalies' that have little or no surface expression, thereby decoupling the concepts of hotspots and melting anomalies from plumes. Some seismologists use plume to refer to any region of the mantle having lower than average seismic velocity. One assumption behind this usage is that any lowvelocity structure is hot and buoyant. Early tomographic maps used red and other warm colors for low seismic velocities and this was interpreted by later workers as indicating that low-velocity regions must be hot. A low-velocity region may, however, be due to volatiles or a low melting point or a different chemistry, and need not be buoyant, or even hot compared with the surrounding mantle. Dense eclogite sinkers from delaminated continental crust, for example, can show up as low shear wave velocity features . 
Mechanisms for forming hotspots
Linear volcanic chains are the defining characteristics of plate tectonics and of active plate boundaries. They are also expected in the waxing and waning stages of plate boundaries and plate creation and destruction. The common characteristics of features designated as hotspots or midplate volcanism also suggest an underlying common cause. High temperature, compared to midocean ridges, or a common chemistry do not seem to be requirements [mantleplumes] . Mechanisms involving lithospheric architecture and stress, and variable mantle fertility may satisfY the observations for most hotspots. It is generally agreed that most melting anomalies along ridges and midplate volcanism are not due to deep mantle plumes and that hotspots and plumes are not the same thing. Nevertheless, a plume is the default explanation for a hotspot or a geochemical anomaly, particularly in the field of geochemistry where one sees reference to 'the' Shona plume, 'the' Hollister plume and so on, even for minor volcanic features. What is meant is that some isotopic signature in a sample does PLUME AND ANTI-PLUME TECTONICS 51
not conform to what is traditionally associated with midocean-ridge basalts. The lithosphere is cracked and variable in thickness. The underlying mantle is close to the melting point from the base of the plate to about 200 lun depth. Low-melting-point material is recycled into the shallow mantle by subduction and lower continental crust delamination or foundering. Plate boundaries are continually forming and reforming, and being reactivated. Under these conditions volcanism is expected to be widespread, simply as a result of nearsurface conditions, but neither uniform nor random. A small change in local stress can cause dikes, extrusions and volcanoes where formerly there were sills, intrusion and underplating that did not reach the surface. Nothing except stress need change. A change in water content may also change the eruptive style.
Plate tectonics explains most volcanic features. Mechanisms for melting anomalies along plate boundaries or for features not obviously associated with active plate boundaries include crack propagation, self-perpetuating volcanic chains, reactivated plate boundaries, incipient plate boundaries, membrane and extensional stresses, gravitational anchors, reheated slabs, delamination, buoyant decompression melting of mantle heterogeneities, dike propagation, leaky transform faults and rifting unrelated to uplift. The lithosphere and asthenosphere control the locations of many, if not all, mid plate volcanoes and volcanic chains (Foulger et al., 2005) .
Plume and anti-plume tectonics
Mort de rna vie! all is confounded, all! Reproach and everlasting shame Sits mocking in our plumes. Shakespeare
Melting anomalies at the surface of the Earth, such as volcanic chains, or midocean ridges, can result from hot or fertile regions of the shallow mantle -hotspots or fertile spotsor from hot upwelling jets -plumes. They can be the result of variations in thickness or stress of the plates. Focusing, edge effects, ponding and interactions of surface features with a partially molten asthenosphere can create melting anomalies at the surface. Adiabatic decompression melting can be caused by passive upwellings -such as material displaced upwards by sinking slabs -changes in thickness of the lithosphere, or by recycling of basaltic material with a low melting temperature. The usual explanation for melting anomalies is that they result from active hot upwellings from a deep thermal boundary layer. In the laboratory, upwellings thought to be analogous to these are often created by the injection of hot fluids, not by the free circulation of a fluid. In the fluid dynamics literature upwelling and downwelling features in a fluid that are maintained by thermal buoyancy are called plumes. Thermal plumes form at thermal boundary !ayen, and rise from boundaries heated from below. As they rise, they migrate horizontally along the boundary generating both small-scale and large-scale flow, including rotation of the whole fluid layer, a sort of convective wind. The term plume in the Earth sciences is not always consistently used or precisely defined. What a geophysicist means by a plume is not always understood to be the case by a geochemist or a geologist, or a fluid dynamicist.
The mantle is not the ideal homogenous fluid heated entirely from below -or cooled from above -that is usually envisaged in textbooks on fluid dynamics and mantle dynamics . Normal convection in a fluid with the properties of the mantle occurs on a very large scale, comparable to the lateral scales of plates and the thicknesses of mantle layers. In geophysics, plumes are a special form of small-scale convection originating in a thin, lower, thermal boundary layer (TBL) heated from below; in this sense not all upwellings, even those driven by their own buoyancy, are plumes. Narrow downwellings in the Earth are fluid dynamic plumes but they are called slabs. The dimension of a plume is controlled by the thickness of the boundary layer. There is likely to be a thermal boundary layer at the core-mantle boundary (CMB), and there is one at the Earth's surface. There is no reason to believe that these are the only ones, however. In the Earth, boundary layers tend to collect the buoyant products of mantle differentiation at the surface one (continents, crust, harzburgite) and the dense dregs at the lower on e. They are, therefore, not strictly thermal; they are thermo-chemica! boundary !ayers .
The presence of deep TBLs does not require that they form narrow upwelling instabilities that rise to the Earth's surface. A TBL is a necessary condition for the formation of a plume -as it is u n derstood in the geophysics and geochemistry literature-but is not a sufficient condition. Likewise, the formation of a melting anomaly at the surface, or a buoyant upwelling, does not require a deep TBL.
Internal and lower thermal boundary layers in the mantle need not have the same dimensions and time constants as the upper one. Plate tectonics and mantle convection can be maintained by cooling of plates, sinking of slabs and secular cooling, without any need for a lower thermal boundary layer -particularly one with the same time constants as the upper one. Buoyant decompression melting, caused by upwelling, can also be generated without a lower thermal boundary layer. Because of internal heating and the effects of pressure, the upper and lower thermal boundary layers are neither symmetric nor equivalent. The Earth's mantle does not have the same ldnd of symmetry regarding convection that is exhibited by a pot of water on a stove that is heated from below and cooled from above.
Upwellings in the mantle can be triggered by spreading, by hydration, by melting, by phase changes and by displacement by sinldng materials (passive upwelling). In a heterogenous mantle with blobs of different melting points and thermal expansion coefficients, upwellings can form without thermal boundary layers . Convection in the mantle need not involve active upwellings . The active, or driving, elements may be dense downwellings with complementary passive upwellings. Upper mantle convection is primarily passive; the plates and the slabs are the active elements.
Cooling of the surface boundary layer creates dense slabs. Extension of the lithosphere allows the intrusion of dikes. These are all plumes in the strict fluid dynamic sense but in geophysics the term is restricted to narrow hot upwellings rooted in a deep thermal boundary layer, and having a much smaller scale than normal mantle convection and the lateral dimensions of plates. Sometimes geophysical plumes are considered to be the way the core gets rid of its heat. The corollary is that plate tectonics is the way that the mantle gets rid of its heat. Actually, the mantle and the surface and boundaries layers are coupled.
If much of the upper mantle is at or near the melting point, which seems unavoidable, then there is a simple explanation for island chains, extensive diking and large igneous provinces. The criterion for diking is that the least compressive axis in the lithosphere is horizontal and that melt buoyancy can overcome the strength of the plate. Magma can break the lithosphere at lower deviatoric stresses than it would otherwise take. Dikes propagate both vertically and along strike, often driven by the hydrostatic head of an elevated region. Dikes, like cracks, can propagate laterally. Typical crack propagation velocities are 2 to 10 cmfyear, comparable to plate velocities. These velocities are known from the study of ridge propagators and the penetration of ridges into continents. These propagating cracks are volcanic so they are probably examples of propagating magma-filled cracks or dikes [giant radiating dikes].
Geophysical plumes
One finds many kinds of plumes in the Earth science literature; diapiric, cavity, starting, incubating, plume heads, plume tails, zoned plumes, plumelets, megaplumes and so on. When the whole lower TBL goes unstable we have a diapiric plume. Scaling relations show that these will be huge, slow to develop and longJived. When a thin low-viscosity layer near the core feeds a plume head, we have a cavity p 1 ume; the physics is similar to a hot-air balloon. Temperature dependence of viscosity is essential for the formation of cavity plumes with large bulbous plume heads and narrow plume tails. Temperature dependence and internal heating, however, reduce the temperature drop across the lower thermal boundary layer and the viscosity contrasts essential for this kind of plume. Pressure broadens the dimensions of diapiric plumes and cavity plume heads . It is this 'pressurebroadening' that makes intuitive concepts about plumes, based on unsealed laboratory simulations, implausible for the mantle.
The critical dimension of lower-mantle thermal instabilities is predicted to be about 10 times larger than at the surface, or about 1000 krn. The timescale of deep thermal instabilities scaled from the upper mantle value is ~3 x 10 9 years. Radiative transfer and other effects may increase thermal diffusivity, further increasing timescales. The surface TBL cools rapidly and becomes unstable quickly. The same theory, scaled for the density and pressure increase across the mantle, predicts large and long-lived features above the core.
Geophysical plume theory is motivated by experiments that inject narrow streams of hot fluid into a stationary tank of low viscosity fluid. These injected streams are not the same as the natural instabilities that form at the base of a fluid heated from below. Computer simulations often mimic the laboratory experiments by inserting a hot sphere at the base of the fluid and watching it evolve with time during the period that it rises to the surface. These are not cyclical or steady-state convection experiments, and they ignore the effects of pressure on physical properties. Because of the inordinate sensitivity of mantle convection and lithospheric stress to surface conditions it is necessary to exhaust the various plate-tectonic explanations for episodicity, plate reorganization, volcanic chains, periods of massive magmatism, continental breakup etc. before one invokes unstable deep thermal layers and narrow active upwellings .
Boussinesq approximation
The Boussinesq approximation is widely used in fluid dynamics. It simply means that all physical properties are assumed to be independent of depth and pressure and, except for density, independent of temperature. This is not a good approximation for the deep mantle. Some workers try to fix up the limitations of this approximation by assigning depth or temperature dependence to some of the physical properties, but if this is not done in a thennodynamically self-consistent way, it can make things worse. High Prandtl number essentially means high viscosity and low thermal conductivity, a characteristic of the mantle but not oflaboratory fluids.
Anti-plumes: when the crust gets too thick Plumes are Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities caused by temperature. A chemical layer can also get denser than the underlying layers or less dense than the overlying layers. A salt dome is an example of the latter. Many of the phenomena that have been attributed to thermal instabilities from a thermal boundary layer at the core-mantle boundary can also be explained by lithologic instabilities of the upper boundary layer. Plumes, as used in the geophysical literature, are thermal instabilities of the lower thermal boundary layer, heated from below by the core. Anti-plumes are chemical instabilities triggered by phase changes in the upper boundary layer, which is cooled from above. They are 'anti-' in all these respects. These are generally due to delamination of the lower continental crust.
If continental crust gets too thick, the dense eclogitic (or garnet pyroxenitic) bottom detaches, causing uplift, asthenospheric upwelling and pressure-release melting. Delamination of lower crust explains a number of geologic observations, such as uplift, uncompensated high elevations, high heat flow and magmatism. These are the predicted consequences of passive upwelling of hot asthenospheric mantle in response to the removal of the lower crust. Delamination may be important in creating compositional heterogeneity in the mantle. It may also be important in creating magmatic regions that have been labeled as 'hotspots.' Once a sufficiently thick eclogite layer forms, it will detach and founder because of its high density. This results in uplift, extension and magmatism. Delamination of a 10-km-thick eclogite layer can lead to 2 km of uplift and massive melt production within about 10-20 Myr. Lower-crust density exceeds the mantle density by 3-10% when it converts to eclogite. Crustal delamination is a very effective and nonthermal way of thinning the lithosphere, extending the melting column and creating massive melting and uplift. In contrast to thermal models, uplift occurs during and after the volcanism and the crustal thinning is rapid. Delamination may also be involved in the formation of oceanic p lateaus such as Ontong Java plateau.
There are several ways to generate massive melting; one is to bring hot material adiabatically up from depth until it melts ; the other is to insert low-melting-point fertile materialdelaminated lower arc crust, for example -into the mantle from above and allow the mantle to heat it up. Both mechanisms may be involved in the formation of large igneous provinces -LIPs. The time-scale for heating and recycling of lowercrust material is much less than for subducted oceanic crust because the former starts ou t much hotter and does not sink as deep .
The removal of dense mafic roots from over-thickened continental crust may not be a Rayleigh-Taylor instability; roots may be sheared, fa ulted or peeled off, or entrained, but the results regarding the fertilization of the mantle and local lowering of th e melting point are the same.
